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Abstract: It is known that when an artist creates a work of art, he strives to make it unique and 
remain in people's memory for a long time, he uses all his talent. In this way, he tries to make 
full use of his native language. The creator's "invention" in a certain sense is manifested in the 
form of occasional units. We can find many such units in the work of the poet Erkin Vahidov. 
The poet used occasional units very appropriately. This ensures that the text of the poem does 
not contain excessive repetitions and repetitions.  
Keywords: Creator, artwork, mother tongue possibilities, occasional units, poem text, redundant 
repetition, return. 

 
Introduction 
The Hero of Uzbekistan, People's Poet of Uzbekistan Erkin Vahidov effectively used all the 
possibilities of the Uzbek language, enriched Uzbek poetry with a new, unique artistry, 
nationalism, and took our poetry to another level. . With these services, his name has been etched 
in the hearts of our people. In his poems, he used the types of words according to the relationship 
of form and meaning very appropriately, effectively, and if necessary, in some places, he was 
extremely inventive, and he was a great talent. proved that. Analyzing the poet's ability to use 
words, we witness how rich the Uzbek language is, and how it "drank water from three rivers" 
[2] 
The main part 
In fiction, there are also words that are the "property" of the creator. They are called occasional 
units. Sometimes there are views that occasionalism and neologism are one concept. There are 
also views that opposite to it, occasionalism is a special form of separate units or neologisms. 
Occasionalisms are also defined differently in dictionaries. O.S. Akhmanova considers 
occasionalism as a type of neologism [1, 262]. While defining the concept of occasionalism in 
his dictionary, A. Hojiyev also interpreted the concept of occasional meaning in his own way. In 
the "Explanatory Dictionary of Linguistic Terms", the scientist notes that occasionalisms are 
created on the basis of a non-productive model, and the word used only in this speech text is an 
individual-style neologism [4, 74]. From this, it can be concluded that occasionalisms are entities 
that differ from neologisms, but creators consider them strictly not neologisms, but a type of 
neologism. The study of occasional units has only recently begun, and resources in this direction 
are still insufficient. Based on this, we can say that occasional words are one of the means of 
expression in the language. is a speech event that preserves. 
Occasional words differ sharply from the usual, i.e. standard lexicon in terms of their usage 
level, their occurrence in speech, their novelty, their non-compliance with the literary norm and 
remaining only a speech unit. 
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Erkin Vahidov is an artist who skillfully uses Uzbek words. There are many occasional units 
among his poetic works. The poet does not shy away from "experiments" to clearly express the 
idea he wants to express. For this reason, among the poems, we can find words with a lot of 
innovation. 
Axir bir kun mavsuming yetib 

Kirganida g‘o‘za shonaga 
Asta sening qo‘lingdan tutib 

Yetaklayman gazetxonaga. 
The word gazetxona (newspaper house), used instead of the word publishing house, is an 
occasional unit. Because the poet uses the word gazetxona (newspaper house) in order to 
preserve the artistry of his poem without deviating from the style. Also, "khana" in the word 
"gazetkhona" is given as a rhyme to the word "shona" at the end of the second line. Calling the 
printing house with such a name occurs only in the works of this poet. By using this word, the 
creator adds more expressiveness, imagery, and expressiveness to the poem. 
Zulfi sunbulini 

Yuvgan chashmalar 
O‘pib taroqlagan 

Sabolari bor. 
It is known that occasional words differ from other units in that they are exceptional, specific to 
speech, and not accepted by language standards. In our language there is a word "taramoq ". But 
in order to make it more effective, the word taroqlamoq is used. In this case, the poet creates a 
special word: tarash ashyosi (combing tool) – taroq +la– taroqlamoq. 
Salom senga, nuqrasoch dalam, 

Ko‘nglimday keng bag‘ring och dalam. 
In ErkinVahidov's poems, similes about gold and silver are often used. We can see the active use 
of the word nuqra, a poetic variant of the word kumush (silver). In this poetic passage, this word 
forms a compound word with the word hair. The poet used the word nuqrasoch, i.e. silver-haired, 
in order to show the light and whiteness of the field, to enhance artistic expression and 
impressiveness. 

Bir marta tushgansiz elning ko‘ziga,  
Endi ko‘zdan nari ketmaysiz bir dam, 

Faxriy a’zo qilar sizni o‘ziga 
Kalamushtutarlar jamiyati ham. 
Occasional units can have two types of meaning: negative or positive. The lexemes we discussed 
above are occasional units with a positive meaning, while the lexeme kalamushtutar (rat) is a 
lexeme with a negative meaning. By using this lexeme, the poet exaggerates the meaning and 
achieves strong expressiveness. 

Conclusion 
Even in the use of occasional units, we can clearly see the poet's strong artistic skills, the ability 
to use words and the ability to use language. For example, the positives of the occasional units 
used by the poet have a strong impact on the psyche of the reader, they also evoke a positive 
feeling towards that object. Occasional units with a negative meaning are distinguished by their 
strong expressive coloring. The occasionalism of the " kalamushturarlar (rats)" that we 
discussed above is also characterized by a large number of negative colors. 
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